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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing complexity is growing rapidly with the advancements that it is witnessing. It has created a requirement to simplify the process of configuring cloud and re-configuring it when required, it also involves tasks like auto scaling of infrastructure, elastic computing and maintaining the health of the servers. The proposed method introduces a smart cloud management using knowledge base, which models the resources of cloud; it handles service level agreement and its evaluations. The proposed knowledge base supports representational state transfer (REST/RESTful) services to store and manipulate different cloud aspects like type of application, business configuration, and metrics value and its type; it also implements the strategy for efficient resource management for smart clouds. The proposed architecture consists of smart cloud engine (which provides autonomous services, which help to exploit cloud resources for service optimization and to perform service automation), knowledge base (KB) (provide a cloud ontology which will help in the management of resources and provides intelligence to the smart cloud), server and cloud enrolment, designated monitoring tool and moderator. The resulted module is easy to integrate with any of the existing cloud management tool or orchestrator. As It is developed using REST protocol and extensible markup language (XML) language it is also easy to integrate with existing monitoring tool or application programming interface (APIs).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing provides advantages like flexibly of space, security, cost optimization, and accessibility from any remote location. In cloud computing a database can be outsourced and security and remote access provide an incredible benefit for end users. Because of such incredible feature many infrastructures prefer cloud services for managing resources. Based on the need of infrastructures these services could be used in different types of layers such as software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS). There are plenty cloud service providers who offer a variety of types of cloud services to users. Based on the requirements, users select the cloud service provider. However, after the selection of cloud services there is a requirement of continued monitoring, adaption, virtual machine (VM) movements and need of optimizing the resources from the same servers or from different cloud service providers to enhance the cloud reliability and resource migration [1], [2].

Smart cloud-based infrastructure concentrates on providing the interoperability with private and public clouds maintained by different cloud providers. It makes the procedure to move the existing functionality and services from one cloud vendor to another. Validating and verifying the configuration of
cloud resources. It makes it simpler to validate the configuration of cloud like resource management and re-configuration if required, discovery of broker resource and cloud services, providing simulation functionality, maintaining and adapting cloud workload conditions, in addition to providing high security and privacy preservation in cloud infrastructure. It provides an elastic computing power to cloud services, which provides functionality to automatically expand or decrease computer processing, memory and storage resources to manage changing demands without configuring the capacity planning and peak usage. The proposed research introduced a smart cloud management using knowledge base, which models the cloud resources, it handles service level agreement and its evaluation, it also implements the strategy for efficient resource management of the intelligent smart cloud [1], [3], [4].

Various previously proposed researches focus on different aspects like service level agreement (SLA) broker and others focus on minimal monitoring requirements for cloud resources. In research Badidi [5], a broker-based model for the integrated SLA-aware SaaS provisioning discussed the service level agreement in the cloud infrastructure. In this research he proposed a broker-based framework to manage the issues that are related to the software as a service provisioning. He proposed a utility-driven selection algorithm which selected the best SaaS service provider for the user based upon the rank of quality-of-service offerings. Sfondrini and Motta [1] proposed a conceptual SLA-aware broker which acts as a central control between the cloud users and cloud vendors. It manages the end-to-end lifecycle of services published on the public cloud. Chyad et al. [6] proposed an importance of resource allocation in the cloud, in this research. Soft computing is implemented for the optimization and scheduling of the resources with higher performance on cloud. Various researches have been proposed to reduce and simplify the resource monitoring in the cloud architecture. Karim et al. [7] proposed a resource brokerage ontology for the vendor-independent cloud service management, in this an ontology was proposed which is based on the cloud service information. This ontology is then utilized in inter-cloud federation API for monitoring, acquiring and maintenance. Research by Hussain et al. [8], a risk management approach has been used to the process of SLA violation identification and abatement. After the development of a SLA, they have presented a risk management-based framework for SLA violation abatement (RMF-SLA), including the SLA monitoring, violation predictions, and decision advice. They have validated and illustrated the appropriateness of suggested methodology for assisting cloud providers in reducing potential service violations and penalties through experiments. Alhakkak [9] proposed a smart resource allocation method for the systems of e-learning in a cloud computing environment; it used the ABC approach, which is part of the swarm intelligence family. The suggested approach assigned resources based upon each resource's assessed probability value.

Research by Munteanu et al. [10], the solution that has been taken by a recently built open-source and vendor-agnostic platform-as-a-service for the deployment of the multi-cloud applications is discussed. A multi-agent system for the automatic cloud resource managements is included in the middleware. The solution's modular design allows it to be easily expanded to include new cloud server offerings and resource type. The modules that enable resource abstraction and automated management are the focus of this study. Research by Castăneţ et al. [11] aimed to take advantage of these commonalities by approaching cloud interoperability concerns from a single perspective. The mosaic ontology, which is a cornerstone of the IEEE2302- Standard for inter-cloud interoperability and federation, has been enhanced in this study to create the cloudlightning ontology (CL-ontology) that takes into account incorporating diverse resources and high performance computing (HPC) environments in cloud systems. For the purpose of supporting CL-ontology, a generic model has been presented as driver for the management of the heterogeneity in Cloud, and internal architecture of cloudlightning system has been re-designed and presented as an example of the use case of the suggested model for demonstrating the feasibility of the incorporation of semantic engine for the alleviation of the issues of inter-operability and facilitating incorporation of the HPC in the cloud. Research by Kumar [12] the service providing ability optimization of cloud brokers is presented in this paper. The concept of service ability optimization provides the best possible answer to a user's query, and the broker's optimization system enhances the outcome. This concept focuses on reducing the time it takes for a broker to make a decision, as well as enhancing his services, trust, and accessibility to users. It is specifically designed for cloud brokers who want to build long-term relationships with users while also maintaining a successful market presence. In this regard, the cloud broker system relies on the cloud services discovery system (CSDS) and the improved ontology-based cloud service discovery system (ROSP). The ROSP system is designed to help cloud brokers improve their CSDS. The idea behind optimization is to introduce a new type of similarity reasoning to the cloud services discovery system, which is known as protocol similarity. The protocol similarity reasoning is divided into four parts: a) secure sockets layer (SSL) similarity, b) authorization similarity, c) popularity similarity, and d) security and ownership similarity. Zalila et al. [13] proposed the OCCLware strategy, which is the first approach to using open cloud computing interface (OCCI) to design, validate, generate, build, deploy, run, and supervise everything as a service. OCCLware studio, the first model-driven tool chain for OCCI, is the result of this methodology. It's based on the OCCLware metamodel, which defines the OCCI standard's static semantics in Ecore and object constraint language.
(OCL). OCCIware runtime, the first generic OCCI runtime implementation targeting all cloud service models, is also proposed (PaaS, SaaS and IaaS). OCCIware provides a uniform framework for managing OCCI artifacts while also serving as a factory for creating cloud domain-specific modeling frameworks, every one of which targets a certain cloud domain. OCCIware had been used in a variety of cloud domains and scenarios.

Vakilinia et al. [14] constructed performance models for various systems. For the heterogeneous as well as homogeneous types of VMs, they had determined the joint probability distribution of the number of the jobs from every one of the classes in a system, job blocking probabilities, and distribution of resource use. They also looked at the benefits and drawbacks of turning off idle servers to save energy. For both infinite and limited resource systems, they had determined the distribution of the number of jobs in the system and average service time of a task in the case of varying job sizes. The numerical findings were provided, and all approximations were confirmed through simulation. The paper’s findings could be applied to cloud computing center dimensioning. Shrestha et al. [15] presented the best heuristic load balancing method that will design a strategy for resource allocation that will minimize make span (completion time). Other load balancing algorithms perform better than the suggested algorithm. Kim et al. [16] suggested the dynamic resource management approaches in a cloud computing context. They used a cloud management module as well as a module of network management in order to monitor a specific resource. However, checking the duration time and seeing the digested information about resources is tough. They have created and deployed a cloud service infrastructure based on open-source software, which is the CloudStack, to examine these issues in a cloud computing context. The proposed approach, which has been based on Hadoop and HBase, records consumption statistics for computer resources on a regular basis. Furthermore, their algorithm evaluates the raw data for virtual machines and provided an appropriate advice for computing resource use. Singh et al. [17] have introduced STAR, a SLA-aware autonomic resource management approach that focuses on lowering SLA violation rates for efficient cloud service delivery. The proposed technique’s performance has been assessed in a cloud environment. Results have shown that STAR is effective at lowering SLA violation rates and optimizing other quality of service (QoS) factors that affect cloud service delivery efficiency.

The proposed research paper concentrates on knowledge base. The implementation of knowledge base in the cloud infrastructure can provide a cloud ontology which will help in resource management and provide intelligent to smart cloud. This research paper is formatted by the following sections. Section 2 of this research explains the smart cloud infrastructure and correlation between different cloud elements. Section 3 represents the cloud modelling based on the knowledge base which enables reasoning, resource configuration and SLA. Section 4 presents the smart cloud engine’s structure and solutions. Section 5 explains the experimental setup and result analysis. Section 6 proposed conclusion of the research and experiment.

2. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architecture includes smart cloud engine which contains smart cloud engine scheduler and interface. This smart cloud engine may be triggered by any cloud configuration managers or Orchestrators. This provides features like new configuration registration and provides service level agreement. It also verifies and validates the configuration and takes a feedback based on the current configuration setting. It requests control activation for service level agreement and monitoring. It provides an elastic computing feature which involves auto scaling and migration allowing with provides rules, which can be applied to every business configuration separately. It controls the cloud resources and services to maintain the business configurations.

Smart cloud engine is linked with knowledge base service and hence using the semantic query an information is fetched into the smart cloud engine. These use resource description framework (RDF) query language for query processing. The queries are meant to perform auto scaling, migration and cloning. They also support in verification and validation of the configurations. Using these features, it maintains the business configuration and service level agreement for every business. Hence to provide these features, multiple queries are fired every second on distributed scheduler of smart cloud engine.

These smart cloud servers are processed in the parallel and distributed system which contains multiple nodes like VM and schedulers which maintain the scalability and handle faults in the cloud. Smart cloud engine provides a user interface to monitor service level agreement and assessment, different strategy building and configuration. Linked open graph is integrated with the knowledge base and user interface so that users can formalize the semantic RDF query for better performance [18]. In the whole architecture a RESTful service is used and hence it is very easy to integrate with any system. This makes the system more flexible as it can be integrated with different types of cloud configuration managers or Orchestrators or with different monitoring
tools. Orchestrators can directly configure the cloud engine or they can be invoked through the configuration manager as well. In case of validation, it is handled by high level configuration manager which addresses various orchestrators. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture model of proposed cloud system.

Figure 1. Architecture model of proposed cloud system

3. KNOWLEDGE BASE

Knowledge base maintains configurations of complete cloud architecture which consist of data centre infra, various application structures and various metrics’ value and definition. There are few researches which explains the usage of knowledge base in relation with cloud infrastructure [19]. The implementation of knowledge base in the cloud infrastructure can provide a cloud ontology which will help in the management of resources and provides intelligence to the smart cloud. The application of knowledge base manages the interoperability with private and public clouds that are maintained by different cloud providers, validating and verifying the configuration of cloud resources, discovery and brokering of resource and cloud services, providing simulation functionality, maintaining and adapting cloud workload conditions, providing high security and privacy preservation in cloud infrastructure, and providing elastic computing power to cloud services.

Knowledge base does not only store the components of cloud like application and configuration settings but it also has to store value metrics of the component. It is needed as knowledge base should be able to determine which host should be configured for new virtual machine or which host is utilizing high memory and resource. Since this is a huge amount of the information, it will take high resources to store this information and thus it will increase the cost. To solve this issue, high level metrics are preferred, which contain the average information of low-level metrics. This low-level metric includes components like CPU utilization, memory usage, disk usage and size of the database. Example of this high-level metrics could be average usage of disk over an hour. High level metrics improve the storage issue and hence they are cost effective. Along with value metrics there is a need to store the application-level data. This is also a huge data as it contains various instances of applications, each instance has different constrains and services running on it. In order to avoid this issue web ontology language (OWL) class model is used which uses RDF to collect the information related to the duplicate instances or types, and OWL2 is used to model feature for expressing constrains like cardinality. Along with this it is also important to collect information of various servers, applications and VMs for building a business configuration. So that application tenants can be placed in the business configuration.

3.1. Smart cloud ontology

There are few researches which focus on ontology which describes the cloud services, the main aim of this services is to search and match the cloud offer which satisfy discovery and demands of cloud system. However, there is not a single point of contact from where all the cloud information can be gathered like an existing API or forum. Hence for ontology was developed and kept in the server for accessing it from cloud. This ontology model contains infrastructure, application, description, configuration and service level agreements, whereas it contains low level metrics such as host ID, VM machines, various network information, adapter settings and monitoring aggregated information (as shown in Figure 2).
To define and verify the service level agreements, metrics value is required to compare with referenced value. This contains two types of metrics which are high- and low-level metrics. Low level metrics are collected from the integration of supervisor and sub-system monitors. However, the high-level metrics are computed by this low-level metrics and then it is stored. Ontologies contain both types of metrics. For computation of different high-level metrics, various aspects like high, low or arrearage value of low-level metrics is used. This is based on the conditions that have been applied in an algorithm. Even though it involves a mathematical computation it does not consumes memory as it mainly uses small multi-tactical functions like addition, subtraction and multiplication. The service level agreement can be linked to the application, tenant and business configuration. A service level agreement is a group of objectives that are defined at service level which is required to be verified within specified time interval. These objectives are generally termed as service level objectives, and they are linked with a logical expression like AND logic and OR logic which is required to be verified using the comparison operators of high-level metrics and referenced values. These service level objectives are also linked with the actions which get invoked when objective is null or not defined.

3.2. Validation and verification

The proposed knowledge base supports RESTful services to store and manipulate different cloud aspects like type of application, business configuration, and metrics value and its type. This data is stored in the RDF store. It also provides an endpoint for RDF query to be executed. When data is transferred using RDF-JSON or RDF-XML, validation is carried out to consistency with ontology. In the proposed architecture instead of OWL, RDF query language is used. In other previously proposed researchers OWL was used, however, for not having unique name assumption [20], RDF query is preferred in this architecture. Along with this RDF query provides other advantages over OWL like verifying and validating other aspects of cloud services. Examples of this could be like: i) RDF query can be modified for checking if the host can provide a memory to new VM and ii) for searching for a host to allocation new VM. One more big advantage of RDF query is that it is stored in the configuration file in the system which provides more flexibility as it allows to adapt ontologies with new requirement without making any changes to the existing code and there is no need to rebuild the solution.

4. SMART CLOUD ENGINE

In the cloud computing architecture, task scheduling is the most important aspect. As many other tasks like VM configuration and reconfiguration, cloning and migration, disk space management, load balancing, recovery and auto-start up required continuous checking of the system and based on the condition and algorithm it needs to adapt and perform some action. Hence task scheduling is an important aspect in cloud management, however it is analyzed as a challenging task a many previous researches [21]-[23]. Cloud engine is an important component of cloud architecture as it is responsible for checking the resource status...
like running services and VMs. It also uses RDF queries to connect with the knowledge base. Based on the service level agreement and the status of resources it calls the RESTful services to perform necessary action towards configuration manager. This task could be balancing, cloning and configuration [24].

Cloud engine provides autonomous services which help to exploit cloud resources for service optimization and perform service automation. Cloud engine is scheduled to validate and verify the metrics and status of various services at application, infrastructure and service levels of specific cloud and it also has a knowledge of system configuration and status of cloud. As the cloud engine also has a knowledge of specified rules it checks the status and based on the conditional logic specified in the rule it invokes the event. Inside the cloud engine, polices are defined, which handles the emergency event and management to exploit the distributed resources across different data centers. It involves events like capacity computation and migration of data. In widely distributed and complex cloud architectures there is a requirement of running cloud agent with distributed instances to perform collective tasks and being integrated in the architecture to perform load balancing for different tasks. Hence cloud engine provides a feature of clustered multiplatform scheduling. It allows the cloud engine to insert new node for scheduling and assigning a job for the management of smart clouds, without any need to rebuild. Every job consists of different entities as illustrated in Figure 3. This information acts as an identification, metadata and event trigger when requires to invoke some event and perform task.

Cloud engine provides multiple ways to connect with other applications, which include web platforms, and hence it is possible to show the infrastructural data of cloud on the user interface. This can contain host information, VM data, application information and high-level metrics, various disabled and enabled alters and network information. Apart from the infrastructural data it also contains information related to service level agreement and overall summary of complete nodes from cluster [25]. Using this user interface, users can even check the data is more structured from to have a better insight of infrastructural data. To monitor the service that is present in the service level agreement, cloud engine frequently calls the knowledge base using RDF query. Using the metrics and threshold value, cloud engine evaluates the status of the system and based on that it invokes the cloud configuration manager to perform specified action like adapting the storage size and resources size. This action is triggered by calling a RESTful service as defined in the service level agreement endpoints. Cloud engine maintains all log information related to the monitoring of services [26]. The frequency of this validation and verification can be modified based on requirements. The cloud engine also has a policy for missed events and triggers, so that if the triggered event fails to perform the task, even gets re-trigged with all the metrics including the time of first trigger, second trigger, action performed and time interval. Metrics can be visualized on user interface and they can be clustered together based on Service level agreement. Every single metrics provides information about multiple service level agreement violation which occurred in the specified time interval. This provides information like exact timestamp, metric name, thresholds and registered value and configuration details. Cloud engine provides a report with a complete detail of status of clusters, it also contains information of all scheduled nodes and information about all resources and computation memory used by cluster.

![Figure 3. Entity structure of Job](image)

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we review the results of the experimental testing and validation of the proposed knowledge-based solution; it is deployed on ICARO cloud simulator. For the experimental purpose a service level agreement with 75 different application conditions is used. The setup is configured with 13 virtual machines and 12 running services. Service level agreement contains a content delivery network (CDN) based balanced frontend and backed social network, index, search and ingestion. Virtual machine is equipped with software as shown in Table 1.

Service metrics of 3 months have been collected for the evaluation purposes. Every metric contains 3800 measures. For evaluation of service level agreement and for collecting the current metrics value, 30 seconds is required. However, for the service level agreement using a single virtual machine and 4 metrics
which are CPU utilization, memory utilization, resource and disk storage and network, 2 second time is required. By keeping 30 minutes as an average interval all this data is recorded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTP balancer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mod_proxy_balancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web server</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Apache HTTP server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Tomcat serve</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL database</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MySQL 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXCP scheduler</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXCP Grid Nodes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows that the major triggers are invoked for the memory utilization, disk utilization, network congestion and database utilization. Out of the total triggers, 11.87% triggers were invoked for memory utilization, 8.58% triggers were invoked for disk utilization and for network congestion and database utilization were 3.86% and 2.13% respectively. The cluster of the scheduler contains 2 scheduling nodes and one SQL database. The computational cost per scheduling node CPU utilization was recorded as 108.44 MHz which shows a better performance with low computational cost. For every trigger a RESTful service event was called and the data were stored in the logs for record. Table 2 shows methods and algorithms that had been utilized in the previous researches. In terms of comparisons, the performance analysis is noticed of cloud resources modelling using smart cloud management more effective.

**Figure 1. Service metrics usage in percentage**

**Table 1. Virtual machine configuration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTP balancer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mod_proxy_balancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web server</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Apache HTTP server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Tomcat serve</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL database</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>MySQL 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXCP scheduler</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXCP Grid Nodes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. A comparison of previous schemes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Badidi</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>a utility-driven selection algorithm which selects the best SaaS service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed to reduce and simplify the resource monitoring in the cloud architecture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Kumar</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Service Providing Ability Optimization of Cloud Brokers is proposed, Cloud Services Discover System (ROSP). The ROSP System is designed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Zalila et al.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Proposed the OCCIware strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Vakilinia et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Constructed performance models for various systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Shrestha et al.</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Presented the best heuristic load balancing method that designed a strategy for resource allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>Kim et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Suggested the dynamic resource management approaches in a cloud computing context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Singh et al.</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Introduced STAR, an SLA-aware autonomic resource management approach that focuses on lowering SLA violation rates for efficient delivery of the cloud services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. CONCLUSION

The proposed method introduces a smart cloud management using a knowledge base, which models the resources of the cloud, it handles service level agreement and its evaluation, it also implements the strategy for efficient resource management of the Intelligent smart cloud. The proposed knowledge base supports RESTful services to store and manipulate different cloud aspects like type of application, business configuration, and metrics value and its type. Cloud engine provides autonomous services, which help to exploit cloud resources for service optimization and to perform service automation. Cloud engine is scheduled to validate and verify the metrics and status of various services at application, infrastructure and service level of specific cloud and it also has a knowledge of system configuration and status of the cloud. It provides a cloud management platform and smart reasoning which may be applied to multiple contexts, like hybrid cloud or federated cloud. The proposed solution also provides features like virtual machine configuration and reconfiguration, cloning and migration, disk space management, load balancing and recovery. For experimental testing and validation of purpose a service level agreement with 75 different application conditions is used. The setup is configured with 13 virtual machines and 12 running services. Experimental results showed that major triggers are invoked for the memory utilization, disk utilization, network congestion and database utilization. The computational cost per scheduling node CPU utilization against a complex cloud configuration was recorded and it was observed that the proposed architecture provides better performance with lower computation cost.
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